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Chapter 1
Basics of Insulation

hen there is a temperature difference between two
objects, heat flow is inevitable. Heat will always flow from
higher temperature to lower temperature irrespective of
the size, mass or position of the objects.
Air conditioned or refrigerated space is normally at a lower
temperature than the surroundings and heat would therefore try
to penetrate from outside to the inside colder area.
Refrigeration/air conditioning is a process where the
temperature is lowered by pumping out heat from the colder place
where heat is not required to a place where it is not objectionable,
and thus is exactly the reverse of the natural phenomenon;
therefore, to achieve it requires external energy.
Cold insulation is therefore required where operating
temperatures are below ambient temperatures to prevent/reduce
heat gain, condensation or freezing.
Thermal insulation provides a layer of material in which
thermal conduction or heat ingress is reduced and thermal
radiation is reflected rather than absorbed by the lower
temperature body.

Heat Transfer

Heat transfer takes place in three different ways: conduction,
convection and radiation.
Thermal Conduction is the molecular transfer of heat due to
a temperature gradient.
Convection mechanism of heat occurs in liquids and gases,
whereby flow processes transfer heat.
Free convection is the flow caused by differences in density as
a result of temperature differences.
Forced convection is the flow caused by external influences
(wind, ventilators, fans, etc.).
Thermal Radiation mechanism occurs when thermal energy
is emitted similar to light radiation.
Heat transfer through insulation material occurs by means of
conduction, while heat loss to or heat gain from the atmosphere
occurs by means of convection and radiation.
Heat passes through solid materials by means of conduction,
and the rate at which this occurs depends on thermal conductivity
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(expressed in W/m.K) of the material in question and the
temperature difference.
In general, the greater the density of a material, the greater is
the thermal conductivity; for example, metals have high density
and high thermal conductivity.
Materials that have low thermal conductivity are those that
have a high proportion of small voids containing air or gas.
If the density of insulation is low, air or gas voids are
comparatively large, and it is then the best insulation for low to
medium temperatures.
Thermal insulation materials fall into this category. Thermal
insulation materials may be natural substances or man-made.

What is Thermal Insulation?

Thermal insulation is a material used in the air conditioning
and refrigeration industry to act as a resistance or a barrier to
transfer of heat from higher temperature to lower temperature.
The temperature range within which the term thermal
insulation is applicable is from minus 75°( to +8l S0C.
All applications below minus 75 °( are termed cryogenic, and
those above +815°( are termed refractory.
Thermal insulation is further divided into three general
application temperature ranges as follows:

Low Temperature Thermal Insulation

1. From 15 °( to 1°C, e.g. cold or chilled water and fresh fruit/
vegetables storage cold rooms.
2. From 0°c to -40°(, e.g. refrigeration or glycol brine chillers,
frozen food storages.
3. From -41°( to -75 °(, e.g. blast freezers, plate freezers, IQF,
refrigeration and brine process plants.
4. From -76 °( to -273° ( (absolute zero), e.g. cryogenic (not
addressed in this series of articles).

Intermediate Temperature Thermal Insulation

1. From l 6 °( to 100°(, e.g. hot water and steam condensate.
2. From 101°( to 315 °(, e.g. steam, high temperature hot water.
This series of articles is meant for Refrigeration and Air
Conditioning practicing engineers, consultants and technicians. It
is not meant to replace a text book and hence uses information in
a manner that is easy to understand for all users. The information
is restricted to cooling applications and does not cover heating
insulation requirements. It supersedes all the publications earlier
issued by ISHRAE on the subject of Insulation.
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